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Introduction

Quite generally, SVC data from Kwa languages of West Africa (like Akan, Edo,
Ewe, Igbo. Yoruba etc) seem to be largely heterogeneous consisting of two dtscemablc
categories. I For example, sentences ( l ) to (3) are judged to be semanucally ambiguous
(1)

bz6 gbe ekhu Ia bwa
Ozo hit door enter house
a.
"Ozo hit the door into the house"
or
b.
"Ozo hit the door and he went into the house"

(2)

(Ewe, Collins 1 994= 1 2)
ekpe fb kcpb yl xc-me
rock hit cup go room-in
"a rock hit a cup into the room" or
a.
"a rock hit the cup, and then went into the room"
b.

(3)

Olu lu mMku ku
(Yoruba, Baker 1989=69)
Olu beat cow dte
a.
"Olu beat the cow dead." (the cow died) or
b.
"Olu beat the cow and died." (Olu dted)

• Except where specified, data for this paper is drawn from the Edo language. The d1scussion of SVCs ��
restncted to JUSt two verbs m this paper although the generaJizauons can apply to more �nal stnng�. I am
espec1aJly grateful to Mark Baker for various comments and discussiOns on severaJ aspects of th1s paper I
aJso thank L.Trav1s, Chris Collins, Victor Manfredi, Jeff Gruber, Jose Bonneau and the aud1ence at NELS
26 at Harvard/MIT and the Syntax Project meetings. McGill Umvers1ty for the1r useful contnbuuons The
usuaJ disclaimer applies. This research was supported by SSHRCC grant 4 1 0-95-0979 to Mark Baker. and
Max E. Bmz (McGill) Fellowship.
1 Baker ( 1 989) argues that ll IS leg1llmate to use the term "seriaJIZallon" 1n a broad �n�e to refer to both
true SYC and covert coordination (CCs) since the same pnnciples and parameters make both structure�
poss1ble under his account.
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From the data tn (4} to (7}, one can nouce two broad distributional patterns of the adverbs
tn iniual. medtal, and final positions. I shall refer to these patterns in terms of non-semantic
notions like Types 1 and 2.

Type 1 adverbs can only occur in the (preverb) auxiliary positton tn a sentence
between the subject and the predicate as illustrated by the distributions in (4) and (5) I lohall
refer to such adverbs as INFUAUX adverbs. In (5) observe that the AUX adverb cannot
occur tn sentence imual nor sentence final pos1uons. Other adverbs of this Type tnclude
kakabo "greatly", ugie "hurriedly", feko "slowly/gentl y " . giegie "quickly", gele
"evidently"
Type l adverbs are the only ones that can occur tn sentence initial position as the
example in (6) shows. In addttton, (6) also shows that such adverbs cannot occur in the
AUX posiuon However, observe tn (7) that thts type of adverb can occur in the sentence
final position Type 2 adverbs can thus be characterized as both sentence-tnlllal and
sentence/VP-final adverbs 4 Other type 2 adverbs 1nclude the following: gelegele
"certainly". zaizai "briskly". lughelughe "lazily". Ugbenso "sometimes" etc.

1.1.

Relative positioning and licensing of adverbs i n SVCs

G1ven the behaviOr of adverbs tn stmple sentences in 1 .0. I shall now mvestigate
the facts about adverb placement in SVCs and show what implications they have for
syntactic structure. The overt surface structure of the SVC is illustrated 10 (8):

(8)

1 . 1 .1

[NP

VI

(NP)JS

NP V2

Type 1 adverbs
The following sentences illustrate the behavtor of this group of adverbs

(9)

oz6 rhtrhi
I� evbAr� r�
Ozo early
cook food eat

( 10)

oz6 I� �vbAr�
Ozo cooked food

( I I)

rh!rh! re
early

eat

• oz6 I� �vbar� re rhtrhi

'Ozo cooked the food and ate it, early'

'Ozo cooked the food and ate 1l early'

'Ozo cooked the food and ate it. early'

Type I adverbs have the s1gmficant contrastive property of occunng before the VP.
i.e they are etther AUX or VP-tmlial adverbs The pertinent questiOn here 1s. how art.: they
licensed m thts pos1tion? I will show thts by investigating the relatwnshtp between Type I
adverbs and "true" auxthanes (tense markers) 10 the Edo language

4 Smce thts paper tS pnmanly concerned wtth IP or VP structure. I wtll not dtSCU!>S the ltcen�tng of adverb\
tn tntltal posllton but put t I aside for further research in the ltght of the relauon�htp between the morpho

phonologtcal constratnts on nomtnaltzauon and ttems that can occupy spectfier of focus or complemenuzer
phra� tn the Edo language.
5 As can be ob�erved from (8) SVCs are construcltons tn whtch two or more verb� wtth thetr complement<.
(if any) occur wtthtn a stngle clause wtthout any marker of subordtnauon or coordtnauon
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Type 1 adverb Placement and TP

Given the observauons concemmg the structure of TP m the Edo language and in
the hght of the fact that Type I adverbs occur between the subject and the YP, we shall
now examme how these Type I adverbs fit mto the structure proposed in ( 1 5 ).
Cons1der the foUowmg example;

( 16)

�z6 rh�rM
Ozo early

I�
�vbMe
cook food

re

'OlO qwckly cooks the food and cats'

eat

The basic tone pattern of the adverb is a low-high sequence as in "rh�rh�" i.e, by
bas1c here I mean the lexical tones that the Item has when pronounced in isolation devoid of
grammaucal information or context. Notice that this panern IS preserved in ( 16). I sugge�t
that what has happened in this case is that the low tone morpheme marking Non-past tense
docks (spreads) downward to the first segment of the adverb as well as unto the verb.
Compare this with ( 1 7);
( 17)

�z6
Ozo

rh�! rh�
early

I�
�vbAr�
cook food

r�
eat

'Ozo qu1ckly cooked the food and ate'

( 17) motivates the observation concerning tone spreadmg unto the adverb Here we
do get tone changes on the adverb: the observable high tone past tense morpheme cau�es
downdnft w1thm the adverb. The conclusiOn one IS led to draw from thi� discussion IS that
the adverb must be closely related to [T). Now if this IS so, It says somethmg about the
licensing of Type I adverbs that occur m th1s position. The proposal is that tone spreads
only to Items dommated by, and closely (grammatically) related to the head of TP which
containlo the tone tense morpheme. Thtll observation can be generalized to account for not
only the licensmg of Type I adverbs but also the other Type of adverb as well. This tS
formalized as the tone spreadmg/ adverb licensing constraint in ( 1 8) to which I shall return
now and agam as the analys1s unfolds. 8

( 19)
(i)

(ii)

Tones S.Jlreadinyadverb licensing constraint

If X has Grammaucal tone (G T ) B and X selects YP, then the first member of YP
has the GT B9
The GT on a head X spreads to adJunct phrases contained wtthm the maximal
projection of X, if there is no subcategorized argument of X

1.1.1.3

Adverb Placement, TP and AspPl

In th1s secuon I wtU argue that there IS more structure to ( 1 5) ThlS follows from the
fact that there is a rigid word order to be observed between Tense and Aspect nodes
Cons1der the followmg contrasts;
( 19)

�z6
rh�rM gh:i
le
evbAre re
Ozo
early
Asp cook food
eat
'Ozo quickly cooks the food and eats tt (repeatedly)'

8 ThiS constraint will be shown 10 be crucial In derivmg the difference between svc� and Covert

coordmauon
9 This means that m a SVC. Grammatical tones m T spreads to all heads contamed w1th1n the ClttCndcd
proJection that It c-commands For the purposes of th1s paper. th1s constraint only takes mto account
phrasal categones �uch as NP. VP. but not AdJP nor PP
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Collins0994)seriali
zationparameter
INFL (tense) can license multiple Vs

The implication of (24) is that there must be only one proJecllon of INFL 10 the
structure of SVCs as has been observed in the literature. This leaves us w1th only the
Adverb-AspPl sequence from the structure in (23). Now, 1 f truly Type 1 adverbs are
licensed as adjuncts to AspP as I have claimed so far, then it would mean that to account
for adverbs of Type 1 that occur before the second verb as 10 example ( 1 0) above, there
must be some hcensing functional category in this pre-lower VP position. In order words,
the indication is that there should be a copy of AspP m the pos1llon before the second verb
namely, AspP2. The following data substantiates this AspP2 projection.
(25)

bz6 gh� 1� �vbare re
Ozo will cook food cat

(26)

bz6

(27)

bt:6 gh�

le �vbare gM re
1� �vbare gM re

'Ozo will cook food and eat 1t'
'Ozo cooked food and repeatedly ate lt'
'Ozo will cook food and repeatedly eat it'

Once agam, (25) to (27) further confirms the need to keep the mstances of "gM"
separate. More than that, it motlvates both the structure in (23) and confirms that the
pos1Lion before the second verb must be Aspect as can be nouced in (26) and (27) where
"gh�" can only mean "iterativity" and not "modality" as in (25). Consequently, the pos1t10n
before V2 1s not occupied by a Modal but rather by Asp, hence AspP2.

1 . 1 . 1 .4

The licensing of Type 1 adverbs i n pre- Vl position

Now that we have shown that there is an AspP2 projection between the verbs in the
SVC, let us tum our attention towards its relationship with Type 1 adverbs. Consider the
following;
(28)
(29)

*bz6 le �vbare gh� rherhe re 'Ozo cooked the food and qu1ckly ate 1t repeatedly'
cook food ASP early eat

Ozo

bz6 le �vbare rherhe gh� re 'Ozo cooked the food and quickly ate it repeatedly'
Ozo cook food early ASP eat

Recall the observed word order in TP. Thus, the order in which we have AspP2
occuring before the adverb is ungrammatical as in (28) In fact, (28) proVldes key evidence
that Type 1 adverbs cannot adjoin directly to the VP. This must mean as I have stated above
that Type I adverbs are licensed as adjuncts to AspP, in this case AspP2. Quite often, the
AspP has a null head but I assume that this projection 1s always present m the structure of
SVCs as illustrated in (30).
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Type 2 adverb in SVC structure. The point here i s that basically, Type 2 adverbs always
right-adjoin to a VP in SVCs. Now, if the observation concerning the positional behavior
of VP-fmal adverbs (of Type 2) is correct. then it should be the case that th1s same adverb
can occur after VP2. This prediction is indeed borne out as (34) shows.
Judging from the ungrammaticality of (35) we conclude that Type 2 adverbs occur
in mutually exclusive environments with Type 1 adverbs. This is so because such adverbs
of Type 2 cannot occur in the INFL or VP-mitial positions.
1 . 2. 1

The licensing of type 2

as

VP-final/sentence final adverbs

When Type 2 adverb nght-adjoins to VP 1 , tt linearly occup1es a pos1t1on between
the two VPs in SVCs. In this position it has scope over the VP 1 , i.e. modifies VP 1 only
This means that the Type 2 adverb in this position must be licensed by VPl and not VP2
The implication of this for structure is that given the assumptions of the modification
(Sportiche 1988) and predication (Rochette 1 990) approaches to adverb hcensmg, 1f the
adverb does not have scope over the second VP, then it means that VP2 is not c
commanded by this adverb. Consequently, if the adverb does not c-command the VP2. 1t
means that we are not dealing with a simple right-branchmg layered VP shell structure but
rather some sort of coordination structure as illustrated in (36).

r

(36)

�

VPl

VP2

� �

VPl

�

V

Adv VP2

�

NP V

Adv

NP

The real test for these observations is for us to see tf these Type 2 adverbs exhibtt
the same behavior when they right adjoin to VP2. In other words, is it the case that there is
a coordination reading to be found when Type 2 adverbs occur in VP2 final postuon? Once
we can establish that a coordination reading is the regular or associated feature of Type 2
adverbs then we can make some conclusions concerning the structure of the SVC.
There are two interpretations possible when the Type 2 adverb nght-adJoms to
VP2. First, there is the reading in which the adverb modifies only the final verb (VP2).
This will be the equivalent of the case discussed above in which the adverb only modifies
VPI. Under this reading in which the adverb modifies only the second verb, 1t should be
noted that there must be a pause before VP2. Now, what might this pause mean? I propose
that this phenomenon of "pausing" implies that when Type 2 adverbs occur to modify each
of the VPs separately we have a structure which must be different from that of the true
SVC. This is illustrated by the sentence in (37) and the structure in (38)

(37)

bz6 [ I� evbar�[ [r� eaie�;e)
Ozo cook food eat hurriedly

'Ozo cooked the food and ate it hurriedly'
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ADVERB PLACEMENT AND STRUClURE OF SERIAL VERBS

I n the final section o f this paper, I shall now check to see whether the prediCtiOns
from adverb placements hold in disambiguating sentences like ( I ) above. llus is agamst the
backdrop of the kinds of "control" patterns that exist m SVCs and covert coordmations. l l

l.0

I nternal Argument sharing!" Control " : Patterns and A nalysis
The a.mb1guous sentence in ( I ) is repeated here as

(43)

12

(43);

bz6 g b6 �khu 1:1 bw:i
door enter house
Ozo hit

(43) has two readings: one in which Ozo goes mto the house (subject control), and
another m which the door goes into the house (object control or sharing). (44) to (47)
shows the different Types of adverb placements and their "control" patterns.
(44)

bz6 [gb6 ekhu egiegie ] Ia bwa (subject control= Ozo goes mto the house)
Ozo

hit door

hurriedly enter house

(45)

bz6 [gbt ekhu Ia bw:i] egiegie
Ozo hit door enter house hurriedly

(46)

oz6
Ozo

(47)

[[gb6 �khu] [giegie Ia bwa)]

(arnb1guous w1th an assoc1atcd pause)

qwckly enter house

hit door

bz6 [giegie
0zo quickly

(arnb1guous= subject/object control)

[gb6 ekhu Ia
hit

bwa]]

(ambiguous= subject/object control)

door enter house

In (44), we have the Type 2 adverb modtfymg VPl separately. The interpretation
we get here is that it is only "Ozo" that goes into the house. What this means is that when
Type 2 adverbs occur to modify VP l , object sharing or control is blocked and as such we
do not get the reading in (44) in which the door goes into the house.
In (45), there are two possible interpretations. There is one tn whtch the adverb
modifies only the fmal VP2, but in this case there must be a pause before the VP2. Under
this interpretation, tt ts the understood subject "Ozo" that goes mto the house and not the
door. Once again object sharmg is blocked. This consistently reaffirms the hnk between
Type 2 adverbs, subject control and parataxis or covert coordinatiOn.
Consequently, we conclude that Type 2 adverbs when adjomed to the VP block a
true SVC structure. This in tum blocks "object shanng" Thus, Type 2 adverbs force a CC
structure which only allows subject sharing (like English VP coordinations).
The second interpretation of (45) is one m which the adverb ts adjoined lugher to
AspP 1 or TP. In this case a lot of pragmatic information is required to mterpret the sentence
because it may be either Ozo or the door that goes into the house. In fact, this ts what we
expect when the adverb is adjoined to AspPl as seen in (47) below. Adjunction to a higher
1 1 See Collins ( 1 994) for more on the term "'control''. ll 1s used 1n th1s paper to md1cate the co-indexation
relationship between a lexical NP and an empty category, hence "object sharing"'
1 2 The term
Object sharing has been well discussed in the literature on SVCs. ll 1mplics the sitauallon m
which the Object of V I IS also the object of V2, in order words a lexical NP (the shared object) rece1ves two
themauc roles; one each from the two verbs in the SVC. See Stewart ( 1 963), D�chaine ( 1986), Baker
etc for various
Sebba ( 1987), Collins ( 1 994)
( 1989, 1991
Published
by), ScholarWorks@UMass
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bz6 It

�vbare re

42 1

'Ozo cooked the food and ate 1t'

The analysis of adverbs proposed here predicts that the Type 2 adverb can be
adjoined to two positions; VP and TP (this follows from the discussion of (37) and (39).
My concern here is with the case in which it adjoins to the VP. The question 1s, what is it tn
constraint ( 18) that rules out this type 2 adverb from receiving a tone value from the head of
the VP in a situation where there is no associated pause before the V2? Thts questwn has
direct consequences for an analysis of adverb placements m (48). Thts 1s so because on the
surface there appears to be no overt item serving as the subcategonzed argument of V2 to
prevent the Type 2 adverb from inheriting the GT. on the verb. The answer to the
question is that in fact there is an empty category serving as the object of V2. This is similar
to the claim in Collins ( 1 994) and Stewart ( 1 994b). The presence of the empty category
therefore ensures that condition (H) of constraint ( 1 8) prevents the Type 2 adverb, when
right adjoined to the VP2 in (48), from inheriting the grammatical tone from the verb whtch
1S the head of the max.unal projecnon VP2.
Fourth, SVCs require at least two functional projections in 1ts structure. In fact,
havmg the AspP2 split the VPs in SVCs prevents true internal argument sharing 10 the
sense of Baker ( 1 9 89). According to Baker's analysis, true argument sharing arises
configurationally by having a V-bar dominate another V-bar within a smgle VP prOJecUon
as shown in (49).
(49)

VP

�

NP

V'

/ 1 '---

v

NP

V'

According (49), "object sharing" arises when a transitive or unaccusative V2
dominated by the lower V-bar assigns its internal theta role directly to the NP that is the left
sister of the lower V-bar. Simultaneously, the same NP is assigned the internal theta role of
the verb dominated by the higher V-bar. tS Under this configuration, the two verbs are JOtnt
heads of a single VP. Unlike Baker ( 1 989), Sebba ( 1 987) etc, "object shanng" under my
account (like in Collins 1 994, Stewart 1 994b) involves the presence of an empty category
as the object of V2 which is co-indexed with the lexical NP that ts the direct object of V l .
The direct consequence of the foregomg then is that the verbs m the SVC cannot be
joint heads of a single VP as suggested in Baker ( 1 989). Rather, they must be independent
phrasal projections with "lives of their own" (cf. Stewart 1 994a). In particular, V2 must
assign all its theta roles, including at least one to an empty category. Indeed, if (49) were
the correct structure of SVCs, then there could be no adequate account of the licensing of
Type I adverbs in such structure because there is no functional projection. Consequently, I
conclude that all the previous structures proposed for the SVCs without functional
categones have this one obvious weakness indtcating that they could therefore not be
accurate.
A logical issue which I have not addressed in this paper concerns the nature of the
empty category in SVCs. This is very relevant because Collins ( 1 994) does not clearly deal
with the question of what the empty category is in SVCs ( pro or PRO)? nor with how the
empty category is licensed. I have not discussed the issue of the nature of the empty

IS

989) and ( 1 99 1 ) for detailed
discuss•ons.
See Balcer
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category in SVCs in thlS paper but merely assumed following Stewart ( 1 994b) that it is pro
pendtng further research.
3.

Conclusion

I have argued that CCs are different from SVCs both in terms of interpretation and
structure based on the positioning and licensing of the two identified types of adverb. Type
1 adverbs are licensed as adjuncts to a functional projection and by their "control" behav10r
are compatible with an SVC structure. Type 2 adverbs exhibit a different modificatory
pattern that is reflected by a pause effect between the VPs which they right adJOin to. The
over-riding implication of this behavior of Type 2 adverbs is that the pause must be seen as
a phonological indicator of the covert coordinating morpheme, hence parataxis or covert
coordination in the syntax.l 6 The structural difference between the two types of adverbs is
consistent with two different "Control" patterns. In particular, CCs exhibit subject control
while SVCs have object control.

Crucially, the analysis proposed here allows for a functional projection AspP
between the VPs in the SVC. Thus, there can be no true argument sharing as argued for in
Baker ( 1989). This conclusion finds support in the proposed tone spreading constraint.
The constratnt tmplies that in a sentence where there is no overt NP after V2, there i'i an
empty category which satisfies the selectional requirement of the subcategorizing head.
However, the exact nature, licensing and interpretation of this empty category is left to
future research.
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